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Abstract

We present a pilot study of machine transla-
tion of selected grammatical contrasts between
Czech and English in WMT18 News Transla-
tion Task. For each phenomenon, we run a
dedicated test which checks if the candidate
translation expresses the phenomenon as ex-
pected or not. The proposed type of analysis is
not an evaluation in the strict sense because the
phenomenon can be correctly translated in var-
ious ways and we anticipate only one. What is
nevertheless interesting are the differences be-
tween various MT systems and the single ref-
erence translation in their general tendency in
handling the given phenomenon.

1 Introduction

English and Czech are typologically different lan-
guages. It goes without saying that some struc-
tural phenomena of either lack a direct structural
equivalent in the other; for instance, Czech has not
grammaticalized noun definiteness, while it boasts
a complex system of verb aspect, which is absent
in English. Such 1:n correspondences can pose
translation problems in human as well as in ma-
chine translation. Intuitively, a translation system
that has mastered these 1:n phenomena ought to be
more successful than one that has not. Therefore
we investigate whether there is a positive correla-
tion between mastering some of these problematic
phenomena and the performance of an En-Cs MT
system.

2 Selected Linguistic Phenomena

Based on our experience as Czech learners of En-
glish, translators and developers/evaluators of MT
systems, we have selected the following phenom-
ena for EN-CS translation evaluation: English
gerundial clause and English verb control with
controlled infinitive.

The data comes from a manually-parsed, word-
aligned parallel treebank of English news texts and
their human Czech translations (see Section 3).

2.1 English gerundial clause (and other
ing-forms)

Modern Czech has no counterpart of the English
gerund. Older Czech (i.e. until approximately
1950), used to have a verb form called present
transgressive, which would be very handy to
translate many cases of English gerundial clauses,
but this form is perceived as archaic and hardly
ever used. Modern Czech has the following op-
tions to render the English gerund:

1. finite clause with a choice of subordinators or
conjunctions;

2. non-finite clause (infinitive clause, nominal-
ization, or adjective/present participle).

In this study we tested whether the Czech equiva-
lent in the reference vs. automatic translation was
a finite clause or anything else.

2.1.1 Czech finite clause as equivalent to
English gerundial clause

Czech is more sensitive to convoluted expressions
than English. Therefore non-finite clauses are usu-
ally most smoothly translated with finite clauses.
To keep the Czech text coherent, though, human
translators usually link the gerundial clause to the
main clause with an explicit discourse connective
– either a conjunction or a subordinator, based on
their knowledge of context and their world knowl-
edge. This may pose a challenge for MT systems.
The most typical discourse connectives used to
translate gerundial clauses would be -li (a clitic
if or whether), což (which referring to a predi-
cate), protože (because), když (when), že (that as
subordinator), jak (approximately as expressing
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an event parallel to the main-clause event), and a
(and). Example:

(1) When they arrived at the door, all were afraid
to go in, fearing that they would be out of
place.
Ale když přišli ke dveřím, všichni se báli
vstoupit, protože se báli, že budou působit
trapně.
(But when they arrived at the door, all were
afraid to go in, because they feared that they
would be out of place.)1

(2) He said he was surprised by the EC’s reac-
tion, calling it “vehement, even frenetic.”
Řekl, že byl překvapen reakcí ES, a nazval ji
„prudkou, ba i bouřlivou“.
(He said he was surprised by the EC’s reac-
tion, and he called it “vehement, even fre-
netic”.)

2.1.2 Czech infinitive as equivalent to English
gerundial clause

Infinitive clause occurs in our sample to translate
gerundial clauses in the subject position and in
control in some verbs. Example:

(3) Avoiding failure is easy.
Vyhnout se neúspěchu je snadné.
(To avoid failure is easy.)

(4) So far no one has suggested putting the
comptroller back on the board.
Zatím nikdo nenavrhl znovu dosadit do Rady
také kontrolora.
(So far no one has suggested to put the
comptroller back on the board.)

2.1.3 Nominalizations as equivalents to
gerundial clause

The choice between deverbal noun and event noun
is lexically motivated. A deverbal noun is a noun
derived from a verb stem by suffixes -ní, -tí; e.g.
stát v. – stání n., proklít v. – prokletí n. This is an
almost universal derivational mechanism, but it is
stylistically associated with officialese and easily
overused.

An event noun is a noun with either no deriva-
tive relation to any semantically close verb stem

1To make the structure of the target Czech reference sen-
tence more accessible to non-Czech speakers, we enhance
this paper with their literal English translations. We enclose
these—naturally awkward—sentences in parentheses. Where
useful, we highlight the contrast in bold.

(restaurace, n. – NULL v.2) or a less productive
derivation relation to a verb stem; e.g. podpořit v.
– podpora n., letět v. – let n.). Also these nom-
inalizations are to be used sparingly to preserve
readability.

Example:

(5) Consider adopting your spouse’s name.
Zvažte přijetí příjmení svého partnera.
(Consider the adopting of your spouse’s
name.)

(6) The Canadian wound up writing a check.
Kanad’an ukončil vysvětlování vypsáním
šeku.
(The Canadian wound up with the writing of
a check. )

(7) Fear of AIDS hinders hiring at few hospitals.
Strach z AIDS komplikuje nábor v několika
nemocnicích.
(Fear of AIDS hinders recruitment at few
hospitals.)

2.1.4 Present participle as equivalent to
gerundial clause

The Czech present participle is derived from a
verb but behaves like a regular adjective, includ-
ing inflection; e.g. spát v. – spící adj.

As an equivalent to the English gerundial
clause it requires a syntactic transformation of the
source clause, approximately as though the origi-
nal clause contained a participial clause instead of
the gerund. Square brackets in the following ex-
ample show the syntactic dependencies in English
imagined by the translator and the corresponding
structure in Czech. The main predicate is typeset
in bold. Example:

(8) [[Mr. Fukuyama, [peering]] through binocu-
lars at the end of history, said] ... [[Francis
Fukuyama [nakukující]] skrz brýle na konci
historie, ... uvádí], že ...

(9) [Other steelmakers envision steel [roofs
[covering]] suburbia.] [Další výrobci oceli si
představují ocelové [střechy [pokrývající]]
předměstí.]

2The verb restaurovat means restore, whereas the noun
restaurace means restaurant.
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2.2 English infinitive clause
The English infinitive clause has many functions;
e.g. verb control or a convoluted subordinate
clause.3

Infinitive as controlled verb in verb control is
present in both languages, but the sets of infinitive-
controlling verbs differ. Other uses of the English
infinitive clause, also present in the data, have dif-
ferent structure equivalents in Czech—mostly dif-
ferent types of finite subordinate clauses. A cor-
rect parsing would possibly make it easier for an
MT system to select a plausible Czech equivalent
structure, but the parser was not able to reliably
identify the correct syntactic governing node of an
infinitive clause in our data sample.

Since we could not rely on the parser to tell in-
finitive clause as an argument from an adjunct, we
did not limit our search to arguments. Our sam-
ple contains the following Czech structural equiv-
alents to English infinitive clauses:

1. infinitive or noun phrase;

2. finite clause.

2.2.1 Infinitive as controlled verb
A proportion of verb control cases have a 1:1
translation to Czech.

Example:

(10) Comair said it paid cash but declined to dis-
close the price.
Společnost Comair uvedla, že zaplatila ho-
tově, avšak odmítla uvést cenu.

However, many English controlling verbs have
a Czech equivalent verb that cannot act as a con-
trolling verb. To avoid a verbose paraphrase with
an expletive pronoun and a subordinate content
clause, Czech can resort to a nominalization (de-
verbal noun or event noun; see Section 2.1.3), e.g.:

(11) Mr. Friend says he agreed to strike Mr.
Alexander above the belt.
Pan Friend říká, že souhlasil s udeřením
pana Alexandera nad opaskem.
(Mr. Friend says he agreed with a striking
of Mr. Alexander above the belt.)

3English infinitive clauses occur in the En-control task.
Despite its name, the En-control dataset does not only con-
tain pure instances of grammatical verb control (e.g. Peter
planned to leave, where Peter is the subject of plan, leave
alike), but also other infinitive clauses depending on a fi-
nite verb, e.g. consecutive clauses (The party has gathered
enough votes to force the bill through).

The verbose translation would say the follow-
ing, being more explicit on the subject of the hit-
ting event that the original Czech translation was:

(12) Pan Friend říká, že souhlasil s tím, že udeří
pana Alexandera nad opaskem.
(Mr. Friend says he agreed with it that he
would strike Mr. Alexander above the belt.)

2.2.2 Finite clause as equivalent to English
infinitive clause

English has an infinitive structure that resembles
a consecutive clause but involves a semantic shift
towards temporal sequence of two events. This
structure exists in Czech, too, but it is not com-
mon. A more natural translation would use a co-
ordination of finite clauses. Example:

(13) The stock gained $2.75 Thursday to close at
a then-52 week high.
Cenný papír ve čtvrtek navýšil o 2.75 dolaru
a uzavíral na vrcholu tehdejších 52 týdnů.
(The stock gained $2.75 Thursday and was
closing at a then-52 week high.)

Purpose and consecutive clauses, as well as con-
tent clauses, are typically finite in Czech, using a
range of subordinators (cf. Section 2.1.4).

Examples:

(14) It also redesigned Oil of Olay’s packaging,
stamping the traditional pink boxes with gold
lines to create a more opulent look.
Společnost rovněž změnila obal krému, na
tradiční růžová políčka přidala zlaté linky,
čímž vytvořila lukrativnější vzhled.
(It also redesigned Oil of Olay’s packaging,
stamping the traditional pink boxes with gold
lines, by which it created a more opulent
look.)

The following example also illustrates the ef-
fects of expressing information structure, leading
to a different word order:

(15) At least three other factors have encouraged
the IMF to insist on increased capital.
Nejméně tři další faktory přiměly MMF
k tomu, aby na zvýšení kapitálu trval.
(At least three other factors have encouraged
the IMF to that it should insist on increased
capital.)
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Figure 1: A sentence representation in PCEDT 2.0. The English part also contains the original PennTreebank.

3 Data Set

Our sentences come from the Prague Czech-
English Dependency Treebank 2.0 (PCEDT 2.0)
(Hajič et al., 2012). PCEDT 2.0 is a multi-layered
parallel treebank with automatic word alignment,
manually built upon the Penn Treebank (Marcus
et al., 1994) and its translation into Czech. It has
two syntactic layers of rooted dependency trees
with labeled edges: the analytical (a-) layer with
surface syntax and the tectogrammatical (t-) layer
with deep syntax.

In the a-layer, each word token is represented
by one node. The inner structure of each node con-
tains the word form, lemma, POS-tag, dependency
label (afun), and reference to the governing node.
The t-layer represents the linguistic meaning of
each sentence by a tree that somewhat abstracts
from details of morphology and surface syntax,
but remains, by and large, a syntactic dependency
tree. Each node contains references to the a-layer
corresponding a-layer node(s), along with a whole
range of other attribute values. Different reference
types to content and auxiliary words, respectively.
Apart from that, the t-layer provides semantic role
labeling (functors), as well as coreference and el-
lipsis resolution.

Figure 1 illustrates the data structure of PCEDT
2.0 including the alignment links pointing from
English to Czech.

3.1 Selected Sentences

We have automatically selected 3235 sentences,
using the the PMLTQ search query engine
(Štěpánek and Pajas, 2010). The Czech counter-
part of the corpus served as the reference transla-
tion. A subset of 507 sentences was manually se-
lected that we considered particularly apt for ex-
amination of the selected linguistic phenomena.

We selected these sentences for each phenomenon
separately. Each sentence in the manual selection
contains (mostly) only one instance of the phe-
nomenon in question; it is neither syntactically
complex nor exceedingly long, and it is compre-
hensible without context.

We have made the manual selection for future
experiments. These are going to involve addi-
tional manual annotation, which we do not have
yet. In this paper, we therefore just compare the
manual selection (called “refined set” in the fol-
lowing) with the 3235 automatically pre-selected
sentences (called “pre-selected set”) that did not
meet the criteria of the manual selection.

All sentences were included in inputs of MT
systems participating in the WMT18 News Trans-
lation Task. In addition to the “primary” systems
CUNI Transformer, UEDIN and the online sys-
tems, we also added three baseline (contrastive)
systems: CUNI Chimera, CUNI Chimera noDep-
fix and CUNI Moses.

CUNI Transformer (Popel, 2018) is a care-
fully trained system (Popel and Bojar, 2018) based
on the Transformer architecture (Vaswani et al.,
2017) and thus without recurrent connections.

UEDIN is an ensemble of deep RNN systems
translating left-to-right and reranked by a deep
right-to-left RNN model.

CUNI Moses serves as the ultimate baseline. It
is phrase-based (Koehn et al., 2007) and trained on
a very large parallel corpus and further adapted for
the news text.

CUNI Chimera is the hybrid setup that served
very well in 2013–2015 (Bojar et al., 2013).
A phrase-based backbone is used to combine
translations by a transfer-based system TectoMT
(Žabokrtský et al., 2008), by Nematus (Sennrich
et al., 2017) and by Neural Monkey (Helcl et al.,
2018) with phrase pairs from the large parallel cor-
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pus. The final step of Chimera was the applica-
tion of a dependency-based automatic error cor-
rection tool Depfix (Rosa et al., 2012). In this
paper we report the performance of both the full
CUNI Chimera and a version without a the depfix
post-correction, labelled CUNI Chimera noDep-
Fix.

To give an overview of the overall quality of
the systems, Table 1 presents manual (Bojar et al.,
2018) and automatic4 scores on the WMT18 new-
stest set of sentences.

One caveat to keep in mind is that this evalua-
tion is based on a different set of sentences than we
use in our testsuite. Since our sentences originally
come from the WSJ section of the Penn Treebank,
they at least belong to the domain of the translation
task.

4 Evaluation

For each phenomenon we implemented a small
test relying on an automatic analysis of the source
English to the surface syntactic tree (a-layer, in
the terminology of PCEDT), an automatic anal-
ysis of the Czech translation to surface (a-layer)
along with a deep (t-layer) syntactic tree, and on
automatic word alignments between the English a-
layer and Czech a-layer and t-layer. We aligned
directly English to each of the Czech layers; a
more rigorous approach would have been aligning
only the a-layers and follow the links between a-
layer and t-layer on the Czech side, but since all
our annotations are automatic, we do not expect
much difference in these approaches due to ran-
dom errors in all processing steps. The annotation
was provided by the pipeline used in the creation
of corpus CzEng (Bojar et al., 2016)5 as imple-
mented in the Treex toolkit (Popel and Žabokrt-
ský, 2010). For the alignment, we relied on an in-
tersection of GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2000) align-
ments.

The test searched for the keyword related to the
phenomenon (e.g. the controlled English verb),
followed the word-alignment links to the Czech
translation and tested some morphological or syn-
tactic properties of the corresponding Czech word
or node in t-layer analysis. The result of the test
was “Good” if the Czech expression was the best
possible translation, “Bad” otherwise, and “Un-

4As calculated by http://matrix.statmt.org/
matrix/systems_list/1883

5http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/czeng

known” if the target word or node was not found,
e.g. due to errors in word alignment.

It is important to note that “Bad” does not al-
ways mean an unacceptable translation. It merely
means that the translation is not the most straight-
forward one.

Table 2 presents the detailed results of these
tests on the smaller manually refined set and also
on the larger, preselected set which can be some-
what less reliable. In general, the reference seems
a little harder to process (“Unk” higher than for
MT systems), probably due to a less verbatim
translation and thus a less straightforward word
alignment. Disregarding the “Unknowns”, we plot
the results in Figure 2 and Figure 3 by systems and
by phenomena, respectively.

5 Discussion

Do the results of the tests on our evaluation
suite suggest any association of the overall trans-
lation quality with the distribution of Czech fi-
nite clauses, subordinative clauses, and non-finite
clauses as equivalents of English gerund and in-
finitive clauses?

Figures 2 and 3 compare the systems and the
numbers of Good occurrences in the individual
EN-phenomenon / CS-equivalent pairs from two
perspectives.

Figure 2 shows for each system how many in-
stances of the given English phenomenon it trans-
lated with the given Czech structural equivalent.
For instance, the top bar in the UEDIN subgraph,
EN-control-CS-nofinclause, shows that UEDIN
translated approximately 75% of instances of En-
glish infinitive clauses with a Czech non-finite
clause (detected by automatic parsing and align-
ment). These detected instances are counted as
Good. The proportion has been computed from
the sum of Good and Bad, disregarding Unknown.
The online-B system, on the other hand, translated
only approx. 60% this way.

Each bar in each subgraph is accompanied
with an orange diamond. This diamond repre-
sents the mean proportion of Good on the given
phenomenon-equivalent pair across all systems.
We can see that UEDIN was just at the mean trans-
lating English infinitives with Czech non-finite
clauses, while CUNI Transformer and online-B
were evidently below the mean.

Each system has its overall proportion of Good
across all phenomenon-equivalent pairs indicated
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System Ave. z BLEU BLEU-cased TER BEER 2.0 CharactTER
CUNI Transformer 0.594 26.6 26.0 0.638 0.567 0.532
UEDIN 0.384 24.0 23.4 0.666 0.554 0.550
CUNI Chimera noDepFix – 21.0 19.8 0.703 0.528 0.600
CUNI Chimera – 20.8 19.2 0.704 0.522 0.605
online-B 0.101 20.0 19.4 0.710 0.523 0.597
CUNI Moses – 17.5 16.4 0.739 0.509 0.632
online-A −0.115 16.7 15.7 0.75 0.507 0.619
online-G −0.246 16.2 15.1 0.770 0.503 0.631

Table 1: Manual and automatic results of WMT18 English-Czech systems. Sorted according to BLEU, which cor-
relates with the manual evaluation “Ave. z” where available, but which may overestimate the quality of especially
phrase-based systems like CUNI* ones.

Total Bad Good Unk Total Bad Good Unk
EN-control-CS-finclause Reference 76 7.9 72.4 19.7 100 8.0 71.0 21.0
EN-control-CS-finclause UEDIN 76 34.2 53.9 11.8 100 39.0 50.0 11.0
EN-control-CS-finclause CUNI Chimera 76 o 27.6 51.3 21.1 100 o 31.0 47.0 22.0
EN-control-CS-finclause CUNI Chimera noDepFix 76 27.6 51.3 21.1 100 31.0 47.0 22.0
EN-control-CS-finclause CUNI Transformer 76 o 23.7 o 56.6 19.7 100 o 23.0 o 60.0 17.0
EN-control-CS-finclause online-B 76 23.7 o 59.2 17.1 100 27.0 53.0 20.0
EN-control-CS-finclause online-A 76 68.4 22.4 9.2 100 71.0 20.0 9.0
EN-control-CS-finclause online-G 76 71.1 18.4 10.5 100 o 69.0 o 21.0 10.0
EN-control-CS-finclause CUNI Moses 76 o 67.1 17.1 15.8 100 o 67.0 18.0 15.0
EN-control-CS-nofinclause Reference 104 0.0 70.2 29.8 1819 0.6 74.2 25.2
EN-control-CS-nofinclause UEDIN 104 20.2 64.4 15.4 1819 18.0 68.4 13.6
EN-control-CS-nofinclause CUNI Chimera 104 23.1 60.6 16.3 1819 20.2 62.3 17.4
EN-control-CS-nofinclause CUNI Chimera noDepFix 104 23.1 60.6 16.3 1819 20.2 o 62.4 17.4
EN-control-CS-nofinclause CUNI Transformer 104 26.9 54.8 18.3 1819 o 18.2 o 64.9 16.9
EN-control-CS-nofinclause online-B 104 28.8 52.9 18.3 1819 18.6 61.2 20.2
EN-control-CS-nofinclause online-A 104 o 10.6 o 77.9 11.5 1819 o 8.7 o 79.2 12.0
EN-control-CS-nofinclause online-G 104 11.5 76.0 12.5 1819 o 7.3 o 81.3 11.4
EN-control-CS-nofinclause CUNI Moses 104 o 5.8 o 80.8 13.5 1819 o 5.3 79.2 15.6
EN-control-CS-subjunctclause Reference 90 2.2 65.6 32.2 1130 4.0 70.7 25.3
EN-control-CS-subjunctclause UEDIN 90 23.3 o 66.7 10.0 1130 22.4 60.7 16.9
EN-control-CS-subjunctclause CUNI Chimera 90 o 21.1 58.9 20.0 1130 29.6 47.6 22.7
EN-control-CS-subjunctclause CUNI Chimera noDepFix 90 21.1 58.9 20.0 1130 29.6 47.6 22.7
EN-control-CS-subjunctclause CUNI Transformer 90 o 18.9 o 61.1 20.0 1130 o 21.7 o 57.5 20.8
EN-control-CS-subjunctclause online-B 90 20.0 58.9 21.1 1130 25.3 52.7 21.9
EN-control-CS-subjunctclause online-A 90 50.0 36.7 13.3 1130 52.8 30.4 16.7
EN-control-CS-subjunctclause online-G 90 57.8 30.0 12.2 1130 64.6 20.4 15.0
EN-control-CS-subjunctclause CUNI Moses 90 63.3 16.7 20.0 1130 o 61.6 17.1 21.3
EN-gerund-CS-finclause Reference 75 25.3 56.0 18.7 165 21.2 59.4 19.4
EN-gerund-CS-finclause UEDIN 75 26.7 o 58.7 14.7 165 28.5 57.0 14.5
EN-gerund-CS-finclause CUNI Chimera 75 o 24.0 o 60.0 16.0 165 o 24.2 56.4 19.4
EN-gerund-CS-finclause CUNI Chimera noDepFix 75 24.0 60.0 16.0 165 24.2 56.4 19.4
EN-gerund-CS-finclause CUNI Transformer 75 28.0 50.7 21.3 165 26.7 51.5 21.8
EN-gerund-CS-finclause online-B 75 34.7 48.0 17.3 165 32.7 47.3 20.0
EN-gerund-CS-finclause online-A 75 60.0 26.7 13.3 165 57.6 32.7 9.7
EN-gerund-CS-finclause online-G 75 61.3 o 28.0 10.7 165 63.6 27.9 8.5
EN-gerund-CS-finclause CUNI Moses 75 o 38.7 o 45.3 16.0 165 o 36.4 o 48.5 15.2
EN-gerund-CS-nofinclause Reference 218 0.5 72.9 26.6 368 2.2 70.1 27.7
EN-gerund-CS-nofinclause UEDIN 218 16.1 67.4 16.5 368 19.8 64.9 15.2
EN-gerund-CS-nofinclause CUNI Chimera 218 29.4 53.7 17.0 368 28.3 53.8 17.9
EN-gerund-CS-nofinclause CUNI Chimera noDepFix 218 29.4 53.7 17.0 368 28.3 53.8 17.9
EN-gerund-CS-nofinclause CUNI Transformer 218 o 17.0 o 62.8 20.2 368 o 16.6 o 63.0 20.4
EN-gerund-CS-nofinclause online-B 218 19.3 59.6 21.1 368 20.7 58.2 21.2
EN-gerund-CS-nofinclause online-A 218 o 12.8 o 75.7 11.5 368 o 14.7 o 72.8 12.5
EN-gerund-CS-nofinclause online-G 218 17.4 71.6 11.0 368 16.3 71.5 12.2
EN-gerund-CS-nofinclause CUNI Moses 218 33.5 50.5 16.1 368 32.1 51.4 16.6

Table 2: Detailed results of our automatic tests. Left: Manually refined set, Right: larger, pre-selected set.
Systems sorted by average performance in our testsuite. “o” indicates lines out of sequence in the “Bad” or “Good”
columns.
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online−A 0.54 online−G 0.51 CUNI Moses 0.5

CUNI Chimera 0.69 CUNI Chimera noDepFix 0.69 online−B 0.69
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Figure 2: Proportion of Good in different linguistic phenomena broken down by systems, measured on the refined
set. Each subgraph represents one MT system. They are ordered top-down according to the average proportion of
sentences that each of them judged as Good for the given En-phenomenon / Cz-equivalent pair. The proportion is
computed from Good + Bad, disregarding Unknown. The orange diamonds show the average occurrence of the
Good instances in the given phenomenon-equivalent pair across all systems; that is, the proportion of Good in this
phenomenon-equivalent pair captured by a fictitious average system.
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Figure 3: Proportion of Good in the systems broken down by linguistic phenomena, measured on the refined set.
Each subgraph represents one pair of En phenomenon – Cs translation option. Each bar represents one MT system.
The orange diamonds show the average performance of the given system across all phenomenon-equivalent pairs.
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in the stripe with its name (e.g. UEDIN 0.72
means that UEDIN has 72% of Good across the
five phenomenon-equivalent pairs). The systems
are ordered top-down according to this proportion.

The Reference subgraph suggests how well the
automatic equivalent detection worked. If the
phenomenon-equivalent pairs had been mapped
manually, all bars would have been at 100%,
since the sentences had been selected manu-
ally, but the automatic detection of phenomenon-
equivalent pairs had not worked perfectly. There-
fore we should not compare the proportion of
Good in a system with 1 (or 100%) but with the
proportion reached by Reference. On the other
hand, most of the missed instances were classi-
fied as Unknown rather than Bad (hence the out-
standing proportion of “Unk” associated with Ref-
erence in Table 2), so we can estimate the perfor-
mance of the automatic detection of phenomenon-
equivalent pairs. However, this estimation is ap-
proximate, as we do not know whether the detec-
tion of the phenomenon-equivalent pairs worked
equally well for all systems.

Caution is advised considering En-gerund-CS-
finclause, of which only about 70% had been cap-
tured even in Reference, and, to somewhat lesser
extent considering En-control-CS-finclause (about
87%).

Figure 3 presents the matter from the op-
posite perspective: each subgraph renders one
phenomenon-equivalent pair and each bar one
system. The orange diamonds indicate for
each system how well it had captured the given
phenomenon-equivalent pair compared to its av-
erage performance in capturing these pairs. For
instance, we can see that, in En-gerund-CS-
finclause, Reference really had a problem, lying
approx. 20% below its mean proportion of Good
across all phenomenon-equivalent pairs.

Having analyzed the performance of the indi-
vidual systems in translating specific English phe-
nomena with their expected Czech equivalents, we
have to consider the overall translation quality of
the systems (Table 1). The most important obser-
vation is that the order of MT systems in Figures
2 and 3 does roughly match their overall perfor-
mance for the CUNI Transformer and UEDIN, as
well as the Chimeras and online-B. We only have a
difference in the order of CUNI Moses vs. online-
A and online-G. CUNI Moses turned out the worst
detecting the phenomenon-equivalent pairs, but

had a higher BLEU score than online-A as well
as online-G.

We have measured Spearman’s rank correlation
ρ between the overall translation performance es-
timated by BLEU and the phenomenon-equivalent
detection and observed a statistically significant
correlation (p-value 0.007) at 0.88. We have used
the RVaideMemoire R package (Hervé, 2018)) to
obtain the 95% confidence interval, which is 0.34-
1.00. Given the coarseness of the comparison
(overall performance instead of performance on
the individual sentences and proportions of Good
instead of agreement of the equivalent structure
with the Reference on individual sentences), we
consider this a promising result that encourages
further research.

As a next step, we plan to obtain and com-
pare manual evaluations of individual sentences.
The annotators will rate the automatic and refer-
ence translations alike, without knowing which is
which. We will investigate whether there is a rela-
tionship between the equivalent choice regarding
the selected linguistic phenomena and the transla-
tion quality rating. We will observe the agreement
of the structure of Czech equivalents with Refer-
ence on individual sentences rather than merely
comparing their proportions of Good.

6 Conclusion

We have presented a testsuite of about 3000
automatically pre-selected sentences focused on
English–Czech translation of a small set of ex-
tremely frequent verb-related phenomena.

Targeted automatic checks on whether the given
English grammatical phenomenon is translated as
expected generally correlate with whole-sentence
measures like BLEU. At the same time, interest-
ing differences between individual MT systems
are observed in their handling of the phenomena.
For instance, CUNI Transformer’s overall perfor-
mance is deemed better but it departs more often
from the most canonic translation of the examined
phenomena compared to both the reference trans-
lation and UEDIN.

Further investigation and targeted manual eval-
uation are needed to validate whether the less ex-
pected translations for our selected phenomena in-
deed constitute a better translation quality.

The dataset is publicly accessible via the
LINDAT-CLARIN repository:

http://hdl.handle.net/11234/1-2856
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